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PRESS RELEASE 

Who: SOAR (Save Our Angel Ramos), friends of the Hawaii State School for the Deaf and the 

Blind (HSDB) 

What: Report on Picket Rally 9/19/2019 and DOE will consider closing HSDB! 

Where: On sidewalks at mauka and makai sides of HSDB and on Maui 

When: Thurs., 9/19 1-4:30 Picket Rally.  

Contact: David Simmons- 808-683-8430 (Text) 

SOAR (Save Our Angel Ramos) held a Picket Rally outside both entrances (mauka and Maki) to the Hawaii 

State School for the Deaf and the Blind (HSDB) and in Maui.  Upon arrival we learned from the rally 

organizer protesters were shown the agenda for the Department of Education board meeting which showed 

the list of schools being considered for closure. Third on the list: Hawaii State School for the Deaf and the 

Blind. 

The 45+ protesters from the Deaf community and 2 community colleges and teens from HSDB were 

shocked!  

In late August Complex Area Superintendent (CAS) Rochelle Mahoe suddenly transferred highly qualified 

and experienced Dr. Angel Ramos, Principal of HSDB to Kalakaua center Schools as Vice-Principal. Then 

she brought in a principal with previous experience only at an elementary school to HSDB. 

The protesters quickly composed a petition and collected pages of signatures and addresses of supporters. 

Some from the protesters. Some from parents and staff arranging to pick up their children after school. 

Some from supportive passersby.  

Education of Deaf and Blind students is complex!  It requires faculty and principal skilled in using and 

teaching 2 languages: American Sign Language (ASL) and English.  Blind Student study in English.  Deaf 

in both ASL and English.  The Deaf do best when they first learn ASL young then enter school ready to 

learn reading and writing in English. A few will also learn the difficult skills talking and lipreading. 

A very few do well in public schools with interpreters, if they already know ASL and some English. 

In the past with underqualified principals who do not use the main language of the campus, the students 

have suffered.  See previous news. 

This issue is becoming very complicated and is worrying the Deaf community and friends of the Deaf.  

“The most straightforward solution,” says SOAR, “is to bring back Principal Angel Ramos.” 

 


